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Welcome to the summer edition of Spéis, the online bulletin of the International Council 

for Traditional Music Ireland. ICTM has been a hive of activity since the New Year and 

this, our seventh volume of the bulletin, provides updates and details on our activities 

and upcoming events. 

The Joint Annual Conference with the BFE was a great success, with members of both 

organisations gathering at Queens University from April 4
th
-7

th
. The conference theme, 

Ethnomusicology in the Digital Age, proved to be a catalytic topic, with debates spurring 

both inside and outside of the conference sessions. The effects of technology, online 

social networking, and digital pedagogy were deliberated through the discussion of 

performance genres ranging from Iranian hip hop to female Jewish cantors. We would 

like to extend our deepest thanks to Suzel Reily and Ioannis Tsioulakis for the time and 

hard work they put into ensuring ICTM members enjoyed a pleasant, productive, and 

intellectually stimulating few days in Belfast. 

At the 2013 AGM, Orfhlaith Ní Bhriain officially stepped down as chair of ICTM Ireland. 

The committee would like to officially extend our gratitude for her hard work over the 

last three years. Orfhlaith has served ICTM Ireland as both the treasurer and the chair, 

and her energy and efficiency has been a tremendous asset to the organisation! We’d 

also like to welcome Ray Casserly to the committee. Ray is joining us as our 

Communications Officer, and he has already contributed greatly to our future plans.  

We were absolutely delighted to launch Fieldwork, a CD project that highlights field 

recordings collected by ethnomusicologists based in Ireland, at the joint conference this 

year. The CD, which consists of 24 tracks and a 24-page booklet with descriptive notes 

on each recording, provides both a useful teaching resource and a showcase on the 

diversity and history of ethnographic musical research in Ireland. The CD is the 

culmination of a great deal of work by Desi Wilkinson, Tony Langlois, and Aoife 

Granville, and we extend to them our sincere gratitude. We are also grateful to the Arts 

Council, who provided the funding for this project. The CD will be available through our 

website very shortly. We’re looking ahead to some great events over the coming year. 

On 9 November ICTM Ireland will sponsor its first ever postgraduate conference, 

entitled ‘Music and Ownership.’ Details on the conference and information about 

abstract submission can be found within these pages.  

Finally, we’re very pleased to announce that next year’s annual conference will take 

place on 21
st
 – 23

rd
 February in NUI Galway, thanks to the partnership of the Centre for 

Irish Studies. Verena Commins and Méabh Ní Fhuartháin have very kindly volunteered 

to serve as local organisers for this event, and we are grateful to both of them. The 

theme for the conference will be ‘Music, Place and Community.’ More details and a 

CFP will be out at the end of the summer. As always, we are grateful to all of our 

members for their continued support of ICTM Ireland. There are many ways to 

contribute to our organisation – please be in touch with any ideas or suggestions you 

might have.            Jaime Jones 

 

 

 

 

Compiled and Edited by 

Sheryl Lynch  

http://www.ictm.ie/
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 Recent Activities of ICTM Ireland Spéis 

 

Conference Review: British Forum for Ethnomusicology and ICTM – Ireland Joint 

Annual Meeting, Queens University Belfast, 4th-7th April 2013 

Leah O’Brien Bernini, University of Limerick 

This April, the British Forum for Ethnomusicology and ICTM Ireland held their first joint annual meeting at Queens University 

Belfast to great success. The conference theme, ‘Ethnomusicology in the Digital Age’, inspired fascinating papers regarding 

how digital technologies are increasingly mediating how people engage with music.  

Many presenters used examples from their work to promote new considerations, orientations, and methodologies that may 

help ethnomusicologists navigate people’s ever-changing relationship between digital technology and music. Panels were 

structured around topics such as digital archiving, conducting research in the digital age, folk musics and transmission via the 

Internet and social media, online music communities, the Internet in relation to transnational flows, music production, ethics 

and intellectual property rights, and the impact of the digital info-scape on Irish traditional music and dance. 

Programme committee members Suzel Reily, Ioannis Tsioulakis and Noel Lobley, as well as local organisers Ray Casserley 

and Gordon Ramsey, ensured an expertly-run, fast-paced conference that nevertheless allowed for guests to comfortably 

socialise, network, and play music informally in a variety of settings. Bringing together BFE and ICTM for one large event was 

a great way to share ideas and build a stronger community among ethnomusicologists who might rarely get to see each other 

in person. As someone who has attended several BFE and ICTM conferences separately, it was enjoyable to see everyone 

together; the interplay between the two organisations and various university delegations created the type of dynamic, 

stimulating environment that can only happen when a lot of people get together in once place to ‘geek out’ over shared 

interests. The Keynote address by Leslie Gay entitled “Re-Sounding Forgotten Technologies: The Place of the Past in the 

Present” was well attended, as was the official album launch of ICTM-Ireland’s Fieldwork. Compiled by Desi Wilkinson Dr 

Tony Langlois, Fieldwork features tracks collected by ICTM-Ireland ethnomusicologists during their fieldwork around the 

world. The launch and wine reception featured music by several Irish traditional musicians and provided the perfect 

opportunity for guests to meet each other and socialise before the conference dinner that evening.  

As someone who is studying how professional Irish traditional musicians and industry personnel navigate intersection of 

music and commerce, this conference provided welcome reassurance that ethnomusicologists are carefully considering the 

myriad repercussions of digital technologies on musicians and their music, as well as the relevant ethical and legal 

implications for ethnomusicologists.  

 

 

 

Photo from the Conference Music 

Session at Queens, Belfast. 

Here we see UCC MA student Claudia Schwab,  

rendering an impressive performance of 

yodelling and excellent fiddling on the Saturday 

night; to the left is our newly appointed 

Secretary, Ioannis Tsioulakis, who we’d like to 

thank again for his tireless work on the Belfast 

conference. To the right is our new committee 

member Ray Casserly, who is taking to his new 

role as Communications Officer with flying 

colours. 
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 Recent Activities of ICTM Ireland Spéis 

 

Amhráin Árann - Aran Songs 

Deirdre Ní Chonghaile's Amhráin Árann - Aran Songs project blog http://www.aransongs.blogspot.ie/ is now six months' 

old and features monthly blogposts, sneak peeks at archival images, world premiere publications of sound recordings, 

and lots of useful links to similar projects. Check it out and leave a comment as you wish. 

 

 

 

Blog: http://www.aransongs.blogspot.ie/ 

Twitter: though the tweets are still sporadic: https://twitter.com/AranSongs 

Conference Presentations and Talks - Deirdre Ní Chonghaile 
 
1. Amhráin Árann - Aran Songs: collaborating to create a music resource. Society for Music Education in Ireland, Mary 
Immaculate College, Limerick, November 2012. 
2. Recovering and repatriating traditional songs. School of Music & Theatre, UCC, Cork, November 2012. 
3. Amhráin Árann - Aran Songs: aisdúichiú, aiséirí agus ardáin úra. Scoil Gheimhridh Mherriman, Westport, Co. Mayo, 
February 2013. 
4. The collector and the recordist: a new theoretical framework for methodologies of sound recording. Centre for Irish 
Studies, NUI Galway, March 2013. 
5. Amhráin Árann - Aran Songs: collaborating to create a music resource. ICTM Ireland/BFE annual conference, 
Queen's University Belfast, April 2013. 
6. 'Gabh' Tí Phlunkett más maith leat country': tradition and hybridization in contemporary Conamara music. American 
Conference for Irish Studies, Chicago, April 2013. 
7. 'An tráth seo thiar/Níor chualas': ciúnas, coimhthíos, agus imeallú cheol Árann. Comhdháil Lae in Ómós do Mháirtín 
Ó Direáin. Scoil na Gaeilge, UCD, Dublin, May 2013. 
8. Róisín Dubh: mar a chruthaigh Seán Ó Riada antiún an Éirí Amach [Róisín Dubh: Anthem of Insurrection]. European 
Federation for Associations and Centres of Irish Studies, NUI Galway, June 2013. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 Recent Activities of ICTM Members Spéis 

 

 
  

  
 
 

 
 

 

 

The aims of the blog are manifold: to create an 

online platform for the project and so build a 

project profile in advance of the final publication; 

to enable people to connect with the project and 

provide current feedback and potentially shape 

the project; to share with project followers some 

material that will not end up in the final project 

publication but that is, nonetheless, relevant and 

interesting; to highlight some of the issues and 

research questions that concern the project; to 

create some momentum of interest around the 

project that will ultimately help to consolidate the 

impact of the final publication. 

http://www.aransongs.blogspot.ie/
http://www.aransongs.blogspot.ie/
https://twitter.com/AranSongs
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Review of Misneach, ICTM’s Postgraduate Event 2012           

Linde Van Heeswijk, University College Dublin 

 

On Saturday October 20th 2012, Misneach took place in University College Dublin. This postgraduate 

workshop – organised by Sheryl Lynch on behalf of ICTM – consisted of three workshops in different 

areas of study.  

The first workshop was provided by Edel McDonnell of Cork Institute of Technology. During this 

workshop, McDonnell showed several ways in which basic musical skills are developed in young 

children, based on the work of Zoltán Kodály and John M. Feierabend. All participants were invited to 

take part in a sample music class, which involved singing songs, walking and clapping to simple 

rhythms, dancing and miming among other activities. This way, we fully experienced the benefits of 

children’s active bodily and sensory engagement with music to promote their musical development and 

joy in making music.  

John Toomey, secondly, gave a lecture on academic writing skills. Being a writer and English teacher 

himself, he explained different ways to engage a reading audience with either a fictional, non-fictional or 

academic text. He outlined the main principles of each type of text and provided some useful tips to 

create good structure, transparency and flow in an academic text. He then used an example of an 

article, written by one of the participants, to highlight several points of attention. Lastly, the participants 

were divided into two groups and given the task to summarise an article, each of which was discussed.  

The third workshop was slightly delayed, which gave the two visiting committee members of ICTM time 

to hold an impromptu session to share and discuss participants’ work and explain how ICTM may 

provide a platform for support through an active network of (ethno) musicologists in Ireland.  

The last workshop was a film workshop, provided by Jane Lee of Cork Film Centre. During this 

workshop, Lee demonstrated the basics of filming and using the right camera settings. She explained 

the three main settings of a video camera – exposure (brightness), focus (sharpness) and white balance 

(natural light versus artificial light) – and some basic filming techniques. The participants were also given 

time to practice these settings and techniques and ask questions relating to filming different types of 

events. 

All in all, the entire day was quite diverse and informative. The three workshops related to the different 

academic backgrounds of the participants quite well. The writing skills workshop provided all of us with 

highly useful and necessary tips to improve our writing skills, whereas the film workshop was especially 

important to those of us who engage in ethnomusicological fieldwork. The children’s music class, on the 

other hand, gave us good insight into how human beings learn to engage with music in the first place. 

For me personally, as a student in music psychology, it once again confirmed that the research 

disciplines of ethnomusicology and musicology are becoming more and more closely connected with 

other disciplines, such as music education, sociology and psychology. The diversity of Misneach 2012 

thus reflected current trends in research remarkably well and provided some useful information and 

support for us postgraduates, who are at the start of our journey through the academic world.  
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Josephine Keegan becomes an honorary member of the Ceol Oirghialla Traditional 

Ensemble 

Daithí Kearney, Dundalk Institute of Technology 

 

 

At a recent celebration of her music by staff and students at Dundalk Insitute of Technology, Josephine Keegan was inducted as 

an honorary member of the Institute’s Ceol Oirghialla Traditional Ensemble.  

Ceol Oirghialla recognises the unique cultural heritage of this historic kingdom of Oriel and especially the strong tradition of 

music-making in the area. To date, research undertaken by Ionad Taighde Ceoil, the Centre for Research in Music at DkIT, has 

focused on the music and poetry connected to the Oriel region including the manuscripts of Luke Donnellan, the musical traditions 

of the Sliabh Beagh region, the music of Éamonn Ó Gallchobhair and the compositions of Turlough O’Carolan.  
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         Spéis                    Recent Activities of ICTM Members  

                                                              

 
Following the success in November of the celebration of the Sligo-born fiddle players Michael Coleman and John Joe 

Gardiner (who later settled in Dundalk), the concert on 14
th
 March 2013 was a fitting acknowledgement of the contribution 

of one of the leading living performers and traditional composers of the region, Josephine Keegan.  

The study of traditional music is fundamental to the academic mission of the Section of Music and is an integral 

component of both the undergraduate and postgraduate programmes where students engage with the cultural, social and 

historical study of traditional musics while also developing their performance skills. Central to the performance of 

traditional music at DkIT is the Ceol Oirghialla Traditional Ensemble. Comprising nearly forty musicians drawn from the 

DkIT community, the Ensemble enriches the cultural life of the community and the North-East, performing at a number of 

events throughout the year, including their contribution to the Institute’s annual programme of events for ‘Seachtain na 

Gaeilge’ and DkIT Trad Week.  
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Josephine Keegan was born in 1935 in Dundee, Scotland, and moved with her family to Co. Armagh in 1939 and later to 

Mullaghbane in 1950.  Her father Joe Keegan was a flute player from the County Laois side of Portarlington and his 

mother was Ann Delaney who was related to the late Dennis Delaney the renowned blind piper. Early music 

performances were playing céilí’s locally.  Her early involvement in the John Murphy Céilí Band developed initially from 

sessions in the houses of members.  Keegan won many competitions including the Gold Medal at the Feis Ceoil in Dublin 

in 1955.   

Josephine lived in London between 1963 and 1969 where she played in a number of bands including the Galtymore and 

Fulham.  She began to play in public houses in Ireland with Seán Maguire following their return to Ireland around 1968.  

Her impact in the recording world was initially as accompanist to musicians including Sean McGuire, Joe Burke, Roger 

Sherlock, Séamus Tansey and Kevin Loughlin. Prior to 1976 she tended to play more on the piano but between 1977 and 

1982 she recorded five solo albums on the fiddle, providing her own accompaniment on piano.   

The repertoire of the concert, Ómós do Josephine Keegan, drew from Keegan’s recordings and also her compositions, 

documented in four volumes of The Keegan Tunes.  Through her own recordings she popularised the compositions of 

many musicians of her generation including Bobby Casey, Ed Reavey, Finbar and Michael Dwyer, Brendan McGlinchy, 

Paddy O’Brien, Charlie Lennon, Kevin Loughlin, Seán Ryan and Paddy Taylor and some of these compositions were 

included in a manner that highlights the creativity and renewal that exists with Irish traditional music. 

In 2002 Josephine Keegan published her first book of compositions.  She received an award from Boston College in 2003 

in appreciation of her lifelong dedication to Irish traditional music and invaluable contribution to Irish cultural 

preservation.  In 2005 she was awarded TG4 Composer of the Year and received an award from Newry and Mourne 

District Council for her contribution to music in 2005.  In 2006 Keegan was featured in a radio series Cherish the Ladies 

on RTÉ and a programme in the series ‘sé mo laoch focused on Josephine was aired in February 2013.  She recently 

published her fourth volume of compositions and continues to play regularly.  

 

For further information on music at DkIT contact Dr Daithí Kearney, daithi.kearney@dkit.ie or Ann Coffey, 

ann.coffey@dkit.ie, or telephone 042-9370280. For future events check out music.dkit.ie. 
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ICTM Postgraduate Conference 2013 – Music and Ownership 
Call for Papers 

This year’s Postgraduate conference will take place on Saturday, November 9th, in University College, Dublin. 

We invite postgraduate students at all stages of their study, with an interest in music, performance, 

ethnomusicology and education, to submit papers for 20 minute slots. Although the theme is Music and 

Ownership, we welcome papers that may not necessarily fit this line of argument. We welcome papers on all 

aspects related to our topic of interest, and especially - but without restriction: 

1. What does it mean ‘to own’ music and how is this mediated/manipulated? 

2. Who owns Irish music and how can concepts of regional styles help or hinder this enquiry? 

3. Online video hosting sites, social networking, and copyright: how can a discussion of musical recordings 

inform our understanding of virtual creative ownership? 

4. How can the study of oral traditions of music problematise/reinforce ideas of ownership? 

5. How can diasporic musical practices contest or support traditional tropes of ownership? 

The conference offers  a great opportunity to meet fellow students working in a similar field to you, and affords 

you the experience of presenting an academic paper among your peers. The event will take place in the 

Humanities Institute, UCD, Belfield, Dublin 4 and costs just €10. 

 

The deadline for submission is Friday, September 28th at 17.00 GMT. 

Email an abstract of no more than 100 words to Sheryl Lynch: education@ictm.ie 

 

mailto:education@ictm.ie
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MA / PG Dip Traditional Music Studies 
Daithí Kearney, Dundalk Institute of Technology 

 

Dundalk Institute of Technology are launching a Masters / PG Dip in Traditional Music Studies in 2013. It is rooted in 

Irish traditional music, analysing extant music, song and dance forms and contexts, but explores outwards into related 

traditions which have impacted on Irish music, clarifying linkages, overlaps and borrowing. The course combines 

academic research, performance practice and the latest technological methods and explores the musical, social and 

historical dimensions of the folk music traditions of many areas of Europe including Ireland, Scotland, Brittany and 

Scandinavia.  

  

Students engage with the discipline of ethnomusicology undertaking courses in traditional music studies, collection and 

archiving, popular music theory, transmission and technology. The dissertation/research project provides the opportunities 

for students to develop an in-depth specialised study, which can be academic or performance based. The programme is 

designed to inform a variety of interests including musicians, teachers, media commentators, producers and promoters.  

  

For further information on this and all courses in music at DkIT contact  ann.coffey@dkit.ie or check out 

http://music.dkit.ie.  

 

 

 

 

                                                                          Spéis 

  

  

           

mailto:ann.coffey@dkit.ie
http://music.dkit.ie/
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Montreal’s Siamsa School of Irish Music 

Jérémy Tétrault-Farber 

Montreal's Siamsa School of Irish Music (École Siamsa de musique irlandaise, in French, and Siamsa Scoil Cheolta 
Eireann, in Irish) has grown from humble roots. In 1991, Brendan and Bernadette Walsh recruited David Papazian to 
teach them the fiddle; their first fiddle classes took place in a kitchen at St. Patrick's Square. Classes eventually began to 
be offered at Wesley United Church, and additional fiddle teachers were recruited for the burgeoning school, along with tin 
whistle and bodhrán instructors. Other instruments were soon added in the face of growing interest and demand for 
classes of Irish traditional music. Since then the school has moved its classes to Marianopolis College, expanded in 
numbers and scope, and become one of the main resources for Irish traditional music in Montreal. 
 
The word ''Siamsa'' comes from the Irish for ''entertainment'', or ''pleasant musical diversion.'' The school counted 150 
students in its 2012-2013 year, and currently offers classes in fiddle, tin whistle, flute, bodhrán, mandolin, guitar, harp, 
ensemble playing, singing, dancing and drama. A choral ensemble, called the Siamsa Singers, has also been formed in 
association with the school. The classes presented the results of their most recent endeavours in a recital on May 8th, 
2013, at Montreal's Georges Vanier Cultural Centre.   
 

 
 

On 15 April, the latest issue of the Bulletin of the ICTM 

(#122, April 2013) was made available at the ICTM 

website (link 

here: http://www.ictmusic.org/publications/bulletin-ictm). 

The main focus of the issue is ICTM's major upcoming 

event, the 42nd World Conference, which will take place 

in Shanghai, China, from 11 to 17 July 2013. Also of 

note is the call for voting in the 2013 ICTM Elections, 

which will be held electronically (via e-mail). Spanning 

100 pages and over a 61,000 words, it is a very rich 

issue which will hopefully have something for everyone. 

Carlos Yoder 

Executive Assistant — ICTM Secretariat 

secretariat@ictmusic.org 

www.ictmusic.org 

 

For full contact information please 

see http://www.ictmusic.org/contact 

 

http://www.ictmusic.org/publications/bulletin-ictm
mailto:secretariat@ictmusic.org
http://www.ictmusic.org/
http://www.ictmusic.org/contact
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Photo of Session after the May 8th Rehearsal 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
The school is headed by a five-member administrative board, of which all members are volunteers. This board 
coordinates activities with the help of the school's teachers and a small army of dedicated volunteers. In line with its 
expressed mission statement of promoting Irish culture, Siamsa also organises ceilis (on average six per year) hosted by 
caller Bill White, with music provided by the Siamsa Ceili Band, which includes many past and present instructors from the 
school. Members of the school also host a weekly Monday-night traditional music session at Hurley's Irish pub in 
downtown Montreal.  
 
Patronage from the Saint Patrick's Society of Montreal and from Montreal's business community (especially the city's Irish 
pubs) has helped fund the school's projects over the past number of years. Plans are in the works to add additional 
classes (such as uilleann pipes), to continue recruiting more students, and to keep inviting more musicians from the 
United States and Ireland for concerts and master classes. The school will likely be hosting Michael Tubridy and Kevin 
Burke in Montreal this coming autumn. 
 
The school has drawn students and instructors from a wide range of backgrounds. Some students have no prior musical 
experience before joining the school; others come to Irish music from backgrounds in classical music, folk music or jazz. 
Many of the instructors are steeped in the musical traditions of Quebec, Normandy and Cape Breton (to name but a few) 
as well as Irish music. The school's cultural diversity reflects Montreal's own. In this city where Irish and non-Irish 
populations, cultures and musics have intermingled considerably over centuries, and where the municipal flag displays the 
floral emblems of the city's four European founding peoples (the French, the English, the Scots and the Irish), the Siamsa 
School of Irish Music gathers a diverse population around Irish music as a locus of enjoyment and of community and 
cultural celebration. 
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ICTM would like to congratulate those who have recently completed PhD 
research: 
 

Thomas Johnston has recently completed his PhD thesis with the University of Limerick. 
 
Title: The Bloom of Youth:  Conceptualising a Philosophically Charged Theoretical Paradigm 
of Educative Experience for Irish Traditional Music in Post-Primary Music Education in Ireland 
 

Abstract: The world of Irish traditional music is one defined by its multiple, porous, and overlapping experiential contexts.  
This dynamic, living, and continuously evolving system of meanings, values, and intentions is sustained by its 
communities of individuals who engage in complex and adaptive processes of transmission.  Moving from an overview of 
the broad historical trajectory of Irish traditional music in post-primary music education, which includes a consideration of 
its present-day position as a core and compulsory aspect of the Junior and Leaving Certificate Music syllabi, my thesis 
explores the nature of experience of Irish traditional music as it interfaces with and negotiates the realities of the post-
primary music classroom.  Traversing these diverse and disparate musical landscapes, the primary focus of this thesis is 
its conceptualisation of a philosophically charged theoretical paradigm of educative experience for the experience of Irish 
traditional music in post-primary music education.  Within this theoretical paradigm, the pedagogical considerations of 
Irish traditional music resonate and are deeply embedded. 

An integrated action research-grounded theory methodological approach with an overarching constructivist philosophy 
defined a longitudinal investigation which was conducted amongst a cross-section of post-primary music teachers and in a 
post-primary music classroom context.  The emerging theory, acutely reflexive and grounded in the experience of the 
participants, leans into a breadth of literature which supports a dialectical exploration of the philosophical, theoretical, and 
practical concerns of Irish traditional music in this educational context.  Orientating the theoretical paradigm within a 
philosophical habitus based on the concept of ‘educative experience’, the nine principles which comprise this theory 
address the complex nature of transmission of Irish traditional music in this educational context.  This includes an 
explication of the aural learning process, and an exploration of the various ways in which participants engaged with Irish 
traditional music to construct and gain meaning.  In addition, this thesis challenges us to reconsider how we think about 
Irish traditional music in terms of its deeply rooted informal learning associations.  Unveiling the phenomenon of an 
experience of Irish traditional music, the reality of experience is revealed as occurring along a continuum of formal and 
informal aspects of learning which interweave and unite towards the common goal of educative experience. 

Well done, Thomas! 
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 Research in Ireland Spéis 

 

About the Author 

 
 
Susan Motherway is a lecturer in music at the Institute of 
Technology, Tralee. She studied ethnomusicology at the 
University of Limerick under Dr John Morgan O’Connell and 
was awarded a PhD in 2009 for her thesis ‘Mediating the 
Divide: The Globalization of Irish Traditional Song 
Performance’. Susan received the title of ‘Visiting Research 
Associate’ from Queens University Belfast (2005/2006).  
 
She has contributed many articles to the Continuum 
Encyclopaedia of Popular Music, The Companion to Irish 
Traditional Music, and The Encyclopaedia of Music in Ireland. 
Her papers are published in the Conference Proceedings of 
ICTM Music & Minorities Conference (2006) and ICTM 
Ireland’s publication Ancestral Imprints: Histories of Irish 
Traditional Music and Dance. Susan plays concertina, concert 
flute and piano. She has been a long-time performer with 
Siamsa Tire, The National Folk Theatre of Ireland. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

In The Globalization of Irish Traditional 
Song Performance  Susan Motherway 

examines the ways in which performers 
mediate the divide between local and global 
markets by negotiating this dichotomy in 
performance practice. In so doing, 
she discusses the globalizing processes that 
exert transformative influences upon traditional 
musics and examines the response to these 
influences by Irish traditional song performers. In 
developing this thesis the book provides an 
overview of the genre and its subgenres, 
illustrates patterns of musical change extant 
within the tradition as a result of globalization, 
and acknowledges music as a medium for re-
negotiating an Irish cultural identity within the 
global. 
 
Given Ireland’s long history of emigration and 
colonisation, globalization is recognised as both 
a synchronic and a diachronic phenomenon. 
Motherway thus examines Anglo-Irish song and 
songs of the Irish Diaspora. Her analysis 
reaches beyond essentialist definitions of the 
tradition to examine evolving sub-genres such as 
Country & Irish, Celtic and 
World Music. She also recognizes the singing 
traditions of other ethnic groups on the island of 
Ireland including Orange-Order, Ulster-Scots and 
Traveller song. In so doing, she shows the 
disparity between native conceptions and native 
realities in respect to Irish cultural Identity. 
 
 

Contents 
Introduction: mediating the local and the global 
through song; Defining the local within the global; 
The temporal divide; The language divide; The 
ethnic divide; The geographical divide; The 
political divide; The institutional divide; Irish 
traditional song in a global context; Discography; 
References; Index. 
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 Get Involved Spéis 

 

Contribute to the Autumn 2013 edition of  

Spéis 

 

Keep an eye on the ICTM Ireland website for the call for submissions.  Some of the headings that you can 
submit under are: 

• Research in Ireland (max 400 word) 

• ICTM Ireland Member Events Listings (max 250 word) 

• ICTM Ireland Member Activities (max 600 word) 

• ICTM Ireland Member Reviews (max 600 word) 

• Recent & Forthcoming Publications by ICTM Ireland members (max 250 word) 

• Recently Completed Theses (max 500 word) 

• Upcoming Conferences / Funding Opportunities (max 250 word) 

 

 

 

Become a member of ICTM Ireland...   
 
ICTM Ireland’s membership comprises a diverse body of musicians and scholars who study a variety of 
musical genres and contexts throughout the world. Currently, we are working to expand our membership 
so that the organisation can reflect the breadth and depth of scholarship on music in Ireland. We have 
increased ICTM Ireland’s activities over the past years, in particular through the institution of an annual 
postgraduate workshop designed to strengthen research skills and the recent launch of our online, peer-
reviewed journal. It is our hope that we might continue to strengthen ICTM’s presence. If you are 
interested in becoming a member, renewing your membership, or recommending ICTM Ireland to a 
student or colleague, full details on joining can be found at www.ictm.ie or contacting us at 
membership@ictm.ie 
 

Mike Hackett, ICTM Ireland Membership Secretary  

 

 

http://www.ictm.ie/
mailto:membership@ictm.ie
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Culture Ireland is the Irish State Agency that promotes the best of Ireland’s arts and 
culture internationally and assists in the development of Ireland’s international 
cultural relations.  Visit www.cultureireland.gov.ie/ 

The Fulbright Programme was established in Ireland in 1957 to provide 
scholarships to Irish citizens to lecture, research or study in the United States and 
for the US citizens to lecture, research or study in Ireland.  Visit www.fulbright.ie 

Arts organisations, artists, and groups (i.e. a non-profit organisation or community 
group or those working in the health and education sector) may apply for financial 
support from the Arts Council.  Visit www.artscouncil.ie  

The Research Council for the Humanities and Social Sciences operates a suite of 
interlinked Research Schemes. The IRCHSS Government of Ireland Post-
Graduate Scholarships and Government of Ireland Post-Doctoral Fellowships fund 
research at pre- and post-doctoral levels.  Visit www.irchss.ie   

These awards are designed principally for scholars and academics who are 
currently engaged at graduate level research in a discipline which is, or has 
potential to be, related to both Ireland and Canada, or who are commencing such 
research.  Visit http://www.icuf.ie/index.html  

Research Funding Opportunities Spéis 

 

ICTM Ireland is currently producing a database of researchers in Ireland who are involved in research in the areas 

of Irish traditional music, song, dance, ethnomusicology and ethnochoreology.  If you are one of these researchers, 

and would like to share your research profile through this database, please fill in the form on the ICTM Ireland 

website and return to francis.ward@ul.ie.  This information will be published on our website (www.ictm.ie) and will 

make others aware of your work, enable you to find fellow researchers working in similar areas to your own and, 

hopefully, help develop the third level research community on the island of Ireland.  If you know someone who 

might be interested in being included please feel free to forward this document. 

 

 

 Join the ICTM Ireland Database of Research 

Marie Curie Intra-European Fellowships are individual fellowships that aim at 
providing advanced training tailored to the researchers' individual needs with a 
view to adding different/complementary scientific competencies.            
Visit:  http://cordis.europa.eu/mariecurie-actions/eif/home.html 

 

http://www.cultureireland.gov.ie/
http://www.fulbright.ie/
http://www.artscouncil.ie/
http://www.irchss.ie/
http://www.icuf.ie/index.html
mailto:francis.ward@ul.ie
http://www.ictm.ie/
http://cordis.europa.eu/mariecurie-actions/eif/home.html

